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Executive Summary
Combined Heat and Power systems can provide a range of benefits to users with regards to
efficiency, reliability, costs and environmental impact. Furthermore, increasing the amount of
electricity generated by CHP systems in the United States has been identified as having
significant potential for impressive economic and environmental outcomes on a national scale.
Given the benefits from increasing the adoption of CHP technologies, there is value in improving
our understanding of how desired increases in CHP adoption can be best achieved. These
obstacles are currently understood to stem from regulatory as well as economic and
technological barriers.
In our research, we answer the following questions: Given the current policy and economic
environment facing the CHP industry, what changes need to take place in this space in order for
CHP systems to be competitive in the energy market?
We focus our analysis primarily on Combined Heat and Power Systems that use natural gas
turbines. Our analysis takes a two‐pronged approach. We first conduct a statistical analysis of
the impact of state policies on increases in electricity generated from CHP system. Second, we
conduct a Cost‐Benefit analysis to determine in which circumstances funding incentives are
necessary to make CHP technologies cost‐competitive.
Our policy analysis shows that regulatory improvements do not explain the growth in adoption
of CHP technologies but hold the potential to encourage increases in electricity generated from
CHP system in small‐scale applications. Our Cost‐Benefit analysis shows that CHP systems are
only cost competitive in large‐scale applications and that funding incentives would be necessary
to make CHP technology cost‐competitive in small‐scale applications.
From the synthesis of these analyses we conclude that because large‐scale applications of
natural gas turbines are already cost‐competitive, policy initiatives aimed at a CHP market
dominated primarily by large‐scale (and therefore already cost‐competitive) systems have not
been effectively directed. Our recommendation is that for CHP technologies using natural gas
turbines, policy focuses should be on increasing CHP growth in small‐scale systems. This result
can be best achieved through redirection of state and federal incentives, research and
development, adoption of smart grid technology, and outreach and education.
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Introduction
New Era of Energy Production
The United States faces daunting pressures on the energy market. In the past decade, demand
for electricity has increased, as have retail prices and fuel costs for electricity production. In the
United States, Americans consume over three times as much electricity per year than they did
50 years ago. In 2006, electricity consumption per capita was 13,583 kWh per yeari. And while
the United States consumes nearly 25 percent of the world's energy, our population comprises
only 5 percent of the world's population. Other issues affecting this marketplace are constraints
on traditional electricity supply and delivery, global competition, climate change concerns, a
failing grid infrastructure, and security issues.

Figure 1: Electricity Consumption in kWh Per Capita 1960 – 20016

Growing Pressures
•

Electricity consumption has risen by 14%
in the past ten years, going from
approximately 8.9 billion kWh per day in
1998 to approximately 10.17 billion kWh
per day in 2008.

•

As demand for electricity increases, so
have average prices per kWh, exerting
increasing pressure on the U.S. energy
situation. The residential sector saw
prices rise from 8.3 cents per kWh in 1998
to 11.4 cents per kWh in 2008.

•

As fuel costs for generating electricity have
risen in the past decade from 1.25 to 2.07
from 1998 to 2008, so have end use prices.

Figure 2: Average Retail Prices of Electricity 1960  2005
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The picture is clear; the U.S. needs affordable
solutions to combat increasing cost and
demand pressure in electricity markets.
Energy efficiency is understood to be the
cornerstone of improving our future energy
portfolio. Installing energy efficient
technologies like commercial and industrial
CHP are cost‐negative. Combined Heat and
Power technology is one of the most
appealing energy efficiency measures
available to us today; it can lower overall
energy demand, reduce reliance on fuel for
Figure 1: Fuel Costs for Electricity Generation 1996  2007
generation, increase the competitiveness of
businesses, cut green‐house gas emissions,
and reduce the pressure for electricity grid
infrastructure improvements. Combined Heat and Power, or CHP, is an immediately employable
solution that can address the growing constraints on America’s energy future.

The CHP Process
Combined heat and power describes any system that simultaneously or sequentially generates
electricity and recovers and re‐uses the thermal energy byproduct of this process. CHP systems
have huge energy efficiency improvements because they produce two forms of useful energy –
heat and electricity, from a single fuel source. CHP extracts more useful energy from one fuel
source than do the combination of processes that occur at traditional power plants that produce
electricity and separate facilities that produce heat.ii In comparison with a standard power plant,
which operates at about 45% efficiency, a CHP facility operates at 80% efficiency.
CHP facilities extract this energy through two main types of power cycles known as topping and
bottoming cycles. The topping cycle, also known as a combined cycle, is the most widely used
and applied technology. A topping cycle system uses fuel to power the primary process of
generating electrical power. Then the excess heat from this process is harvested and used
directly to heat air or water, or as an energy source for heat‐driven cooling systems.iii A
bottoming cycle uses the primary fuel source to drive a heating mechanism. The excess heat
from this process is then used to generate electricity for on‐site use or to sell back to the
electrical grid.
As the U.S. electricity grid becomes more focused on clean, renewable, efficient energy and
moves away from a focus on centralized power plants, on‐site power generation, known as
Distributed Generation, is garnering increasing attention. Many types of CHP applications are
forms of Distributed Generation. Typically, smaller‐scale CHP systems produce a portion of the
electricity needed by a facility some or all of the time on‐site, with the balance of electric needs
satisfied by purchase from the grid. CHP as a form of distributed generation increases efficiency
in two important ways. First, the system itself recovers waste heat to generate more KWH per
unit of fuel. Second, generating electricity on‐site reduces the amount of energy lost in
transmitting electricity.
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Modern History of CHP
Despite widespread use of CHP technology in the early 1900s, the technology’s share of the
energy portfolio fell to 4% by 1978.iv As technology became more reliable and cost‐effective,
U.S. grid infrastructure transitioned to centralized utility generators and CHP was abandoned in
favor of more convenient purchased electricity. But with the introduction of the Public Utilities
Regulatory Policy Act of 1978 (PURPA) interest in CHP was renewed. PURPA included measures
to promote CHP by offering incentives to utilities that purchased a portion of their power from
distributed generation systems.v In the 1980s CHP grew rapidly at large industrial facilities with
significant on‐site heat and electricity demands. By the late 1990s the federal government
realized that distributed generation facilities, particularly CHP systems, were a cost‐effective
way to meet rising energy needs. As a result, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the
Department of Energy have singled out CHP as an object of funding and attention and
committed to increasing CHP capacity to 92GW by 2010. As of 2007, CHP facilities have been
installed at 3,364 sites and have increased in total generating capacity from 46GW in 1998 to
85GW as of 2007.vi
Growing CHP
Combined heat and Power is a proven, well
established technology with a long history
in the U.S. Installed capacity has increased
from less than 10 in 1980 to 85 GW in 2006.
But as a percentage of the overall power
grid, this technology has not made
substantial gains. CHP currently accounts
for approximately 6.9% of total United
States electricity generating capacity
(MW)vii and 7.9% of the U.S. electricity
Figure 4: Electric Power Sector Generation 1989  2007
generation (MWh)viii. The greatest portion of
current installed CHP capacity is in the
industrial sector and is the segment with the greatest potential for growth. Other areas for
growth in CHP capacity include district energy systems, in which a central plant distributes
steam to a network of locations, and small‐scale systems in individual buildings. Advocates for
energy efficiency have set a goal of increasing CHP capacity to 20% by 2030. Substantial
additions like these to the electricity grid over the next twenty years will be influenced most
heavily by two main factors: decreasing production costs and increasing favorable policies.
The biggest challenges facing the CHP industry are due to unfavorable state energy policies. On
the federal level, policies that encourage the adoption of CHP are present, but not substantial.
Improvements in federal policies should come in the form of streamlining depreciation
schedules that are currently inconsistent across technologies, increasing Research and
Development initiatives, and expanding investment and production tax credits for CHP
technology.
Many state level policies are outdated relics from the age of centralized and inefficient utilities
with great influence over the electricity grid. Some state energy policies require confusing and
inconsistent permitting, lack interconnection standards, charge fees such as backup rates,
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standby rates and exit fees, enforce non‐output based emission standards, couple utility
revenues with electricity sales, and lack Renewable Portfolio Standards that include CHP. Our
subsequent analysis will focus on the effect of these policies on CHP growth on a state‐by‐state
basis.
CHP Advantages
Combined Heat and Power systems can provide a range of benefits to users with regards to
efficiency, reliability, costs and environmental impact.
Reduced Energy Consumption Through Increased Efficiencyix
The primary benefit to using CHP systems
is the potential for an increase in
efficiency in both heat and electricity
productionx. The majority of fossil fueled
power plants lose over two thirds of its
energy in wasted thermal energyxi. CHP
systems generally can increase operating
efficiency (in both electricity and thermal
generation) from 33% overall efficiency
(the average of U.S. fossil fueled power
plants) to over 75% overall efficiency and
sometimes can achieve operating
efficiency as high as 88% as in the case of
ExxonMobil’s Beaumont Refinery which
operates a 470 MW CHP system and
requires “37% less fuel than typical onsite
thermal generation and purchased
electricity”xii.

Figure 5: CHP vs. Separate Heat and Power Production

CHP systems can increase both total system efficiency as well as effective electric efficiency.
This means it increases both the efficiency of the CHP system as compared to a system
producing heat and compared to conventional electricity production. It takes less fuel to
produce both heat and electricity. Apart from the obvious resulting reductions in operating costs
there is a significant increase in power reliability and environmental quality.
Reduced Energy Costs
The reduction in energy costs results from a number of different factors associated with CHP
systems. Because of the reduced energy consumption (due to high efficiency of CHP systems)
energy costs can be reduced. This applies to the actual users of the CHP systems and the
consumers of electricity bought from users of CHP systems. In order to determine the reduction
in energy costs it will be necessary to determine the costs of the CHP technology (installation,
fuel, operation and maintenance) and compare the price of electricity provided that would be
required to make CHP a worthwhile investment with the price of electricity in a conventional
CHP systemxiii. It can also be useful to compare the costs of CHP with the other costs of thermal
energy if the CHP system is also providing thermal outputs.
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Aside from the direct benefits from reduced energy costs, CHP systems also provide the benefits
of offset capital costs and improved reliability. Conventional power and thermal energy systems
require boilers, chillers and other major heating or cooling equipment to be replaced or
updated, and if CHP systems are installed in place of the now unnecessary boilers and chillers,
the capital costs of installation are offset.
Furthermore, as a result of the reliability benefits described in the next section, there are also
economic benefits from improved reliability for CHP users because CHP systems offer the ability
to use CHP as backup power and allow users to supply their own power when prices of
electricity are very highxiv. Because CHP systems are often located onsite, they allow users to
avoid transmissions and distribution losses usually associated with conventional off‐site energy
generation.

Improved Power Reliability
Some of the previously mentioned economic benefits occur as a result of the improved power
reliability that CHP systems can offer. Since CHP systems can be strategically located at point of
use, the facility is less reliant on the electrical grid and has less chance of losing power. CHP
systems provide electric and thermal power to sites on a continuous basis, allowing sites to
provide their own power and thermal needs when the electricity prices are very highxv.
Therefore best conditions for adoption of CHP are when electricity prices are high and fuel costs
are low.
Additionally, CHP systems can be used instead of additional generators to provide back‐up
power to a facility during power outages.
Improved Environmental Qualityxvi
When considering the
environmental benefits
from CHP systems, once
again we can see the
effects of increased
efficiency of CHP
technology. Since CHP
systems require less fuel
to produce the same
amount of energy that
conventional power
systems produce, they
can provide the same
output while combusting
Figure 6: Emissions from CHP vs. Separate Heat and Power
less fuel and producing
less air pollutants.xvii Most importantly, this reduces greenhouse gas emissions (such as carbon
dioxide), other air pollutants (nitrogen oxide and sulfur dioxide) and water consumption.
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According to a recent study conducted by the Department of Energy, current generating
capacity of U.S. CHP sites is now almost 9% (85GW) of total U.S. capacityxviii. With this capacity,
in 2006, U.S. CHP sites produced more than 12 % (506 billion kWh) of total annual U.S. power
generation. Their analysis shows that an increase in generating capacity to 20% of total U.S.
capacity by 2030 would have significant positive outcomesxixxx.

Figure 2: Projected Benefits of an Increase of CHP Use to 20% of U.S. Capacity

Reductions in energy consumption would be equivalent to nearly half the total energy currently
consumed by U.S. households and related policies could generate $234 billion in new
investments and create nearly 1 million new highly‐skilled, technical jobs4 throughout the
United Statesxxi. Reductions in CO emissions would be the equivalent of taking more than half of
the current passenger vehicles in the U.S. off the road and would avoid over 60 percent of the
projected increase in CO emissions between now and 2030xxii.
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Technology
One of CHP’s greatest advantages is its wide applicability and integration into residential,
commercial and industrial processes. A variety of fuel options are available for CHP systems,
and installations range from small‐ to large‐scale facilities that span many sectors of the
economy. The section below includes a discussion of natural gas turbines, the focus of this
paper, followed by a table describing other CHP technologies that illustrate the breadth of
technologies available for CHP adoption.
Gas Turbines
Historically, gas turbines were used for peaking capacity, but technological advancements have
led to the utilization of gas turbines for baseload power and now make up forty percent of
electrical market capacity additions. Much of the growth has been concentrated in large‐scale
facilities (< 50 MW) that use combined cycle technology that experience low capital costs and
high efficiency xxiii. Gas turbines are implemented in a variety of areas including oil recovery,
chemicals, paper production, food processing, and universities. In a gas turbine, when air is
compressed and ignited by fuel, the expansion of the heated combustion gases passes through
both gas producing and power turbines, driving the compressor and the electric generator.
Instead of wasting the resulting exhaust heat, the CHP system captures it, and uses it to heat
water in the boiler producing high‐pressure steam, which is put through the steam turbine
producing more electricity.xxiv
Gas turbine sizes typically range from 500 kW to 250
MW. Industrial gas turbines range from 1MW‐250
MW, are heavier and less efficient than smaller gas
turbines, and are best used for continuous generation
of baseload power. They can include simple‐cycle and
combined cycle systems, both of which are suitable
for CHP because of the high temperature exhaust
produced during the process of energy generation.
Simple cycle systems are less efficient because there
is no recovery of heat in the exhaust gas, unlike the
recovery process utilized in combined cycle.xxv
Simple‐cycle gas turbine CHP systems are most
prevalent in smaller installations, typically less than
40 MW.xxvi A combined cycle gas turbine is the most
Figure 8: Typical Gas Turbine
efficient commercial technology for central station
Configuration
power‐only generation, with efficiencies approaching
60 percent lower heating value (LHV)xxvii. A simple‐cycle gas turbine reaches efficiencies of only
40 percent, but a gas turbine with CHP can achieve 70‐80 percent overall efficiency.xxviiiGas
turbines for CHP systems are cost‐effective in commercial or industrial applications with a
generating capacity above 5 MW, and are often used for district energy systems because their
high quality thermal output can be used for most medium pressure steam systems.xxix
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Other CHP Technologies
Although the focus of this paper does not include the technology types below, it is important to
have a broad overview of technologies applicable to CHP development. Steam turbines are
widely used in CHP systems because most of the electricity currently produced in the United
States comes from steam turbines. Because the cost per kilowatt of a steam turbine CHP system
is high due to its low power to heat ratio, it is most commonly used in medium‐to‐large scale
industrial facilities. Benefits to CHP steam turbines include increased boiler efficiencies ranging
from 70 to 85 percent, and the availability of a wide range of fuels (natural gas, coal, oils,
municipal solid wastes, sludges). Microturbines, or small gas turbines, are more complex than
simple‐cycle gas turbines and are best used for distributed generation because of the flexibility
in grid connection methods. Reciprocating engines are best used in CHP systems for commercial
and institutional buildings that use space heating and have hot water requirements. Fuel cells
currently experience high costs, but may become more cost‐effective in the future as the
technology matures.
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Table II: Summary of CHP Technologies
CHP system
Steam
turbine

Microturbine

Spark
ignition (SI)
reciprocating
engine

Compression
ignition (CI)
reciprocating
engine (dual
fuel pilot
ignition)

Fuel Cells

Advantages
High overall efficiency.
Any type of fuel may be used.
Ability to meet more than
one site heat grade
requirement.
Long working life and high
reliability.
Power to heat ratio can be
varied.
Small number of moving
parts.
Compact size and light
weight.
Low emissions.
No cooling required.
High power efficiency with
part‐load operational
flexibility.
Fast start‐up.
Relatively low investment
cost.
Can be used in island mode
and have good load following
capability.
Can be overhauled on site
with normal operators.
Operate on low‐pressure gas.

Disadvantages

Available sizes

Slow start up.
Low power to heat ratio.

50 kW to 250
MW

High costs.
Relatively low mechanical
efficiency.
Limited to lower
temperature cogeneration
applications.
High maintenance costs.
Limited to lower
temperature cogeneration
applications.
Relatively high air
emissions.
Must be cooled even if
recovered heat is not used.
High levels of low
frequency noise.

30 kW to 250
kW

< 5 MW in DG
applications

High speed
(1,200 RPM)
≤4MW
Low speed
(102‐514 RPM)
4‐75 MW

Low emissions and low noise.
High efficiency over load
range.
Modular design.

High costs.
Low durability and power
density.
Fuels requiring processing
unless pure hydrogen is
used.

5 kW to 2 MW

Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Combined Heat and Power Partnership. Catalog
of CHP Technologies December 2008.
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Size and Location
CHP systems are particularly beneficial because of they have a wide range of capacities.
This allows for a lot of flexibility in potential CHP applications, as CHP can be applied
across a many different facility types and sizes. Outlined below are the three different
system sizes (large scale, district energy, and small‐scale system).

Case Study: District Energy
University of Illinois‐
Chicago, East Campus
20.2 MW CHP System
Generates nearly all of the East
Campus’ electricity demands
38 MMBTY/h of recovered heat is
supplied to 29 of the 33 East
Campus buildings
14.5% overall reduction in energy
use

Large‐Scale
Gas turbines can be used in large‐scale industrial
facilities where combined‐cycle CHP systems
maximize power production to sell back to the
grid. The electrical outputs of these facilities
range in the hundreds of megawatts.
District Energy
District energy systems include cities, campuses,
hospitals, and other similar complexes and range
from 5 to 50 MW. xxx
Small‐Scale

28.5% reduction in CO2 emissions

The smallest scale facilities include residential
settings, also referred to as micro‐generation and
mini‐cogeneration. Micro‐generation has a
capacity of less than 5 kWe in a house or small
Expected payback of ten years
business. Mini cogeneration facilities are usually
more than 5 kWe and less than 500 kWe in a
building or medium sized business. Small‐scale CHP applications may include
multifamily residential buildings, supermarkets, and hotels.
Completely financed by the
university
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Types

Example

Sizes

Industrial Manufacturers

Chemical, Refineries, Food Processing, etc.

>50 MW

Institutions

Colleges, Universities, Hospitals, Prisons
Military Bases

5‐50 MW

Commercial Buildings

Hotels, Airports, Large Office Buildings,
Nursing Homes

5‐50 MW

Municipal Applications

District Energy Systems, Wastewater
Treatment Facilities K‐12 Schools

500 kW

Residential Structures

Multi‐Family Housing Planned Communities

5‐500 kWe

Example Description of CHP
Potentialxxxi
A typical college or university
campus might have a 5 MW
simple‐cycle gas turbine.
Steam (or hot water) is
produced in an unfired heat
recovery steam generator and
sent into a central thermal
loop for campus space heating
during winter months or to
single‐effect absorption chillers
to provide cooling during the
summerxxxii
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Future technological developmentsxxxiii
By the early 1980s, gas turbines had developed enough technologically in terms of their
efficiency and reliability to become used in many different applications. With efficiency
ratings exceeding 70%, much of the development of CHP has been concentrated on
using natural gas a fuel to power these turbines. However, with pushes in the renewable
energy space and the emphasis on efficiency being extended, there have been
developments in other areas, namely microturbines and fuel cells. Much of this is driven
by the need to provide smaller CHP units that can be placed in buildings or homes as
well by the need for more environmentally friendly technologies.
Microturbinesxxxiv
Microturbines, which are small electricity generators that burn gaseous and liquid fuels
to create high‐speed rotation that turns an electrical generator, began field‐testing in
1997. These microturbines can be used in power‐only generation or in combined heat
and power systems, just as larger gas turbines are used. Within CHP applications, the
waste heat from a microturbine is used to produce hot water, to either heat buildings,
drive absorption cooling, and to supply other thermal energy needs. A major advantage
of microturbines is their ability to operate on a variety of different input fuels – natural
gas, sour gases (high sulfur, low Btu content), and liquid fuels such as gasoline,
kerosene, and diesel fuel/distillate heating oil. This allows for the potential hedging of
energy input costs, as the price of natural gas can fluctuate, which is illustrated in a later
section.
Fuel Cellsxxxv
Fuel cell technology is another major area of development and has the potential to
allow a small sized cell to power an entire home. The advantage lies in that fuel cells
produce electricity through a chemical reaction rather than by burning fuel, resulting in
much lower emissions than its competitor technologies. The chemical reaction does,
however, produce carbon dioxide, which is pollutant, but does so in much lower
quantities. Furthermore, the higher efficiency of fuel cells allows for lower fuel usage,
reduced noise pollution, and the lack of a centralized system/generation plants. As it
stands now, fuel cell CHP systems are very expensive and focused on the premium
power market with a need for the advanced benefits that fuel cells provide. Finally, the
National Electric Code (NEC) and the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) codes
will apply to fuel cells used in residential applications; however, regulations concerning
the connection of fuel cells with the home electrical system are still being developed.
Solar CHPxxxvi
Another technology that is in development presents a very unique dynamic with
15

combined heat and power systems. The potential for photovoltaic and solar thermal
technologies has been presented through decades of research; however, these
technologies are among the most expensive sources of renewable power. With the
development of concentrating solar PV‐thermal hybrid technologies, otherwise referred
to as Solar CHP, could potentially reduce the cost of solar power by making use of the
electrical and thermal energy captured by a collector while reducing the materials cost
through concentration. The system makes use of thermal energy to offset conventional
fuel consumption. There are already patented solar CHP systems in the development
phase, looking for opportunities to commercialize. The potential for solar CHP is
emerging, and while it does not have the clout of microturbines and fuel cells, it does
have the investment and research fueling its advancement.
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Policy Environment
Introduction
The policy environment in which the CHP industry operates is multi‐faceted; energy policy is
unique and complicated by nature of the electricity grid infrastructure. The Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission has authority over inter‐, but not intra‐state electricity sales, which
means that state electricity policy has an enormous effect on CHP outcomes. Current policies
effecting CHP can be broadly split into two categories. Financial policies such as tax credits to
encourage private investment in CHP and government funding of Research and Development
projects exist on both the state and federal level, but are more influential on a federal scale.
Regulatory policies and institutional systems demonstrate huge variability across states and are
purported to be one of the most important factors in the adoption of CHP. Our analysis section
will further explore this notion in hopes of identifying the most important obstacles facing the
industry.

Funding and Financial Incentives – Federal Level
All federal level policy impacting the CHP marketplace comes in the form of incentives. While
some non‐fiscal federal policies do impact CHP indirectly through electricity grid regulations
through FERC and other interstate commerce issues, the policies that are most influential to
CHP development are the result of direct funding and incentives. The Federal Investment Tax
Credit and Production Credit, Federal Tax Depreciation Schedules, Research and Development
funding, and other initiatives like the CHP Partnership comprise the national policy space facing
Combined Heat and Power systems. Natural Gas Turbine CHP systems are able to take
advantage of most national funding resources, detailed here.
Federal CHP Investment Tax Credit
The Energy Improvement and Extension Act of 2008 created a ten percent investment tax credit
(ITC) for the costs of the first 15 MW of CHP properties. To qualify for the tax credit, the CHP
system must produce at least 20 percent of its useful energy as electricity and twenty percent in
the form of useful thermal energy. The ITC is only extended to systems smaller than 50MW and
to natural gas turbine systems (or other non‐biomass fueled systems) that achieve at least sixty
percent efficiency. The ITC may be used to offset the alternative minimum tax, and the CHP
system must be operational in the year in which the credit is first taken. The American Recover
and Reinvestment Act of 2009 extended the scope of the Federal CHP Investment Tax Credit by
extending the option of a grant of equal value in lieu of a tax liability reduction.
Qualified Energy Conservation Bonds (QECB)
The 2007 Energy Independence and Security Act created a funding mechanism similar to Clean
Renewable Energy Bonds, and similar to other Production Tax Credits, which awards bonds in
the form of tax credits instead of paying out interest. The system operates by authorizing state
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and local governments to issue QECBs and funds up to $800 million through the IRS. The 2009
stimulus increased the bonding authority by $2.4 billion.
Federal Bonus Depreciation Schedules
Businesses may recover investments in certain property through depreciation deductions. This
policy establishes a set of class lives for various types of property, ranging from three to 50
years, over which the property may be depreciated. The bonus depreciation schedule allows
businesses to take half of the depreciation value of CHP property off of their tax liability for the
first year, and the remaining half over the course of the next four years.
Federal Research and Development Grants
Two programs currently exist on the federal level to directly stimulate innovation in the CHP
sector. The Department of Energy Climate Change Technology Program provides $3 million to
encourage research, development, demonstration and deployment of technology to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The DOE’s Inventions and Innovations Program offers financial and
technical support through competitive grants for research and development of innovative,
energy‐saving inventions.
Other Grants, Rebates and Loans
The Federal Government provides funds for a variety of competitive grant and loan programs
for renewable energy and energy efficiency programs, for which CHP systems may be eligible.
These include:
• The Rural Energy for America Program, for which agricultural producers are eligible to
receive grants for 25% of costs or loans for 75% of costs.
• The Advanced Power Systems Tech Program, part of the 2005 Energy Policy Act, offers a
rebate of 1.8 cents per kWh of electricity generation up to the first 10 million kWh per
year.
• Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant provides $3.2 billion in formula and
competitive grants to local and state governments for energy efficiency improvements
in order to reduce energy use and fossil fuel emissions.
• DOE Energy Efficiency/Renewable Energy Loan Guarantees under the 2005 Energy Policy
Act offers $10 billion for energy efficiency, renewable energy and advanced
transmission and distribution projects for up to 100% of the amount of a loan that funds
up to 80% of total project costs.
• Energy Efficient Commercial Buildings Tax Deduction
• Energy Opportunities Program: Rebate
• State Energy Program: Provides grants to states
• DOE Grant Program: Deployment of CHP Systems, District Energy Systems, Waste
Energy Recovery Systems, and Efficient Industrial Equipment
• Combined Heat and Power Systems Technology Development Demonstration
• Waste Energy Recovery Registry and Grant Program
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State Financial Incentives
Hundreds of state programs exist in the form of grants, rebates, loans, loan guarantees, and tax
incentives.
CHP Partnership (EPA)
In 2001, the Department of Energy (DOE) and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) have
collaborated to establish the CHP Partnership, a voluntary program aimed at encouraging CHP
growth in the United States. The partnership fosters relationships between interested
stakeholders including industry, state, and local governments, and promotes energy efficient
CHP technologiesxxxvii. Regional Application Centers have been established through the
Partnership that target CHP development by region, providing analysis and information for
those interested in CHP systems. This Partnership provides education and outreach activities to
help promote growth in the CHP sector.

Regulatory and Institutional Barriers
Financial incentives are one aspect of the policy arena affecting CHP development. Other limits
to CHP adoption result from regulatory and institutional barriers located mostly at the state‐
level of government.xxxviii These regulations can encourage or inhibit adoption of CHP facilities.
Because CHP and other forms of distributed generation operate under a broad framework of
energy production, distribution and regulation, changes in this framework can influence the
extent to which CHP is developed.xxxix Described below is a comprehensive list of regulatory
barriers, and suggestions as to how state regulations might be streamlined to appropriately
incentivize CHP application.
Interconnection standards
Interconnection is the ability of a nonutility generator to operate while connected to the electric
transmission/distribution system. Most CHP facilities must interconnect to the electric grid for
backup power, in case the facility cannot generate enough electricity on its own, or in the event
that it experiences an outage; as well as to sell back any excess power it produces. While CHP
systems may improve the reliability of the grid by reducing grid congestion, many states do not
facilitate connection to the grid. There is a general lack of uniformity in processes and fees, and
the enforcement of current standards makes it difficult for manufacturers to design and/or
produce modular packages that may be sold in large quantities.xl This reduces the incentive for
CHP implementation, particularly for small‐scale systems that must predict the costs and
requirements for access to the grid. There is also a problem with jurisdiction, which is split
between the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and the states’ utility regulatory
body. Currently, each utility and service territory establishes its own interconnection rules.
Models and procedures have been developed by federal agencies, but none are mandatory or
enforceable. The Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) developed IEEE 1547
Standard for Distributed Resources Interconnected with Electric Power Systems, which outlines
procedures and requirements for the testing, operation, safety and maintenance of the
interconnection of distributed resources. The Energy Policy Act of 2005 required state
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commissions to consider the standards proposed by IEEE but did not mandate adoption of the
standards.xli
Fifteen states have adopted interconnection standards that are favorable to distributed
generation. The standards establish clear guidelines that streamline the process, as well as
provide technical requirements that reduce interconnection and cost uncertainty. xlii
Utility Rate Structures/Decoupling
Many utility rate structures provide utilities with a disincentive to promote energy efficiency,
including CHP systems. By linking utility revenues with number of kWh sold, utilities benefit
from maximum electrical outputxliii. It inhibits companies from supporting more efficient energy
resources. Decoupling programs to disassociate revenues from sales force utilities to
appropriately value efficiency and saved costs, making CHP implementation easier. This better
aligns utilities’ profit motives with the goal of providing power at the least cost to consumers.xliv
Other examples of misaligned rate incentives include high standby charges for CHP systems,
making CHP rates too costly to compete with baseload power; penalties for using electricity
from the grid during unplanned outages; lower rates for companies considering CHP, making
CHP less attractive; and costly exit fees. All of these additional costs can make CHP installations
prohibitively expensive for smaller installations, and perhaps for larger facilities as well.
xlv
Currently, eight states have adopted standards that value the true costs and benefits of
distributed generation, including CHP.

Renewable Portfolio Standards
Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS) are state‐adopted policies that require utility providers to
generate a percentage of their energy generation from renewable energy sources by a particular
date. Renewable Portfolio Standards are established to promote the growth of renewable
energy as part of a state’s overall energy portfolio. Currently, 24 states have RPS in place,
although the requirements and goals differ by state. Fourteen states have RPSs that include
CHP as an eligible technology. xlvi Adopting RPS standards that include CHP would encourage
utilities to make the process of CHP implementation easier for facilities of all sizes because
growth in the CHP sector would be essentially mandated by the state.
Output‐Based Regulations and Permitting Policies
Output‐based emissions regulations, as air pollution control mechanisms, limit emissions based
on emissions output, rather than input. Traditionally, states have placed environmental
regulations on the input of emissionsxlvii, the fuel that goes into a power plant or energy‐using
facility. Because CHP systems may use more input fuel than conventional systems, input
regulations discourage CHP implementation. Output‐based regulations, however, encourage
the adoption of CHP because it takes into account energy efficiency. CHP systems use less fuel
per unit of output than a conventional system, and the energy savings would be incorporated
into output‐based regulations.xlviii The energy savings gained from a CHP system is shown in
Figure 5. Currently, twelve states have adopted output‐based regulations standards that reflect
efficiency improvements as pollution prevention.
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An example of a federal environmental permitting barrier is the Clean Air Act’s New Source
Review (NSR), which requires large point‐source polluters to install pollution control
components. These components can sometimes interfere with CHP adoption, further reducing
incentives to install CHP.xlix
Electricity Restructuring
Electricity restructuring refers to the deregulation of the electricity market, or the movement
from the traditionally regulated monopoly system towards competitive markets. Deregulation
changes the landscape under which CHP systems (and the power industry as a whole) operate.
Beginning in the early 1990s, federal initiatives, including PURPA and the Energy Policy Act of
1992 began encouraging competition in the electricity market.l State regulators began
investigating restructuring around that same time, and there are currently fourteen states that
have restructured the electric industry to make utilities more competitive. Eight states have
suspended restructuring activities.li Although some basic features of restructuring policies are
consistent across states, details of the legislation vary greatly. Competition in the electricity
market will provide opportunity for CHP adoption, although variations between states make the
effect difficult to predict.
Net Metering
Net metering allows utility customers to offset all or part of their electricity needs by producing
their own electricity, and selling excess power back at a one‐to‐one credit per kWh.lii Net
metering encourages investment in renewable energy and energy efficiency technologies, and
may improve transmission grid reliability if consumers are producing electricity during peak
periods. liii In conjunction with interconnection standards, net metering is thought to help
encourage CHP expansion by lowering costs to enter the electricity market. As of August 2009,
forty‐two states have adopted net metering policies. Of those, fifteen states allow CHP as an
eligible technology for net metering.liv
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Economic Overview
What are the specific costs and benefits associated with CHP? How have they affected the
adoption of CHP technologies? Here we examine the impact of current CHP policies and
financial incentives on the costs of CHP systems
By looking at the broader energy
industry, its future outlook can
provide information to treat
considerations of combined heat
and power potential. To begin,
EIA projections for future energy
prices across sectors provide a
broad overview of the energy
industry’s outlook.lv
EIA calculations have shown that
U.S. energy use per capita has
been relatively stable since 1980
at 310 to 360 million Btu per
person. However, during periods of high energy prices, namely oil prices, energy consumption
per capita has treaded towards the lower end of the spectrum noted above.
The EIA projects that with oil prices expected to remain high throughout the period. And with
the recent policy initiatives to increase energy efficiency, energy use per capita will drop below
310 million Btu in 2020 and continue to decline at a slow rate through 2030. Furthermore, the
price of electricity per kWh has been steadily rising and will continue to do so through 2010. The
following graphs from the EIA illustrate these projections:
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Primary energy
consumption is
projected to grow by
0.5% per year from
2007 to 2030, with an
annual demand for
renewable fuels
growing at the fastest
rate. Biomass
consumption increases
by 4.4% per year on
average over the same
time period and makes
up 22% of total
marketed renewable
energy consumption in
2030, as opposed to
10% in 2007. Also,
natural gas and liquids for heating shows limited growth, with commercial natural gas use grows
by 0.6% per year on average from 2007 to 2030 in the reference case used by the EIA, including
more use of CHP in the later years. Commercial natural gas use in 2030 varies slightly in
response to changing economic assumptions, from 3.4 quadrillion Btu to 3.7 quadrillion Btu,
shown in the graphs below. Heat produced by fossil fuel fired generators in CHP applications can
be used for water and space heating, increasing efficiency of the technology. However, the
increase in natural gas used in current CHP systems in the commercial sector raises total natural
gas consumption. On the other hand, the additional natural gas used for CHP systems in the
commercial sector raises total natural gas consumption in the reference case and offsets some
of the reductions in energy costs that result from efficiency gains in end‐use equipment and
building shells in the high technology and best technology cases.
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A study conducted by McKinsey & Company in 2007 on reducing U.S. greenhouse gas emissions
pointed that CHP can deliver CO2 reductions at a negative marginal cost for both the commercial
and industrial sectors, as shown below:

As it stands, there are limiting factors to the implementation of CHP through an economic
and regulatory lens. The electrical rate structure in place that links utility revenues to the
number of kW hours sold are a barrier for major utility companies to implement on‐site CHP
generation. Also, the rate structure in place that would typically recover the majority of the
cost of service fixed charges is not accounted for when applied to CHP, therefore reducing
its cost saving potential.lvi
Beyond that, the economic viability of CHP for many customers would require the
integration of CHP systems into the utility grid for backup and additional power needs. The
interconnection issues that presently exist revolve around the lack of uniformity in
application processes as well as the difficulty in designing systems when standards are not
enforced. In 2003, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) approved IEEE
1547 Standard for Interconnecting Distributed Resources with Electrical Power Systems,
which was renewed in 2008. This detailed the requirements relevant to the performance
and operation of the interconnection of distributed resources. Based on this, the Energy
Policy Act of 2005 calls for state commissions to consider these standards but does not
require them to adopt them. CHP’s economic viability becomes comprised without the
ability to integrate and interconnect with the rest of the utility grid.
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Also, given the current economic climate, the near future does not hold any significant
increases in the Federal Funds Interest rate, which is at a low level compared to years
past:lvii

Figure 9: Federal Funds Interest Rate: Source: Financial Forecast Center

Finally, in regards to financing, the decision to invest in a CHP project is based on a projection of
cash flows over time. This estimates the revenues and cost over the life of a project including
factors such as energy prices, financing costs, depreciation, and tax considerations. The
strongest indicator of a project’s financial strength is the ability of the project to make the debt
payments. This is often calculated through the debt coverage ratio (operating income to debt
requirements). Government bonds can achieve this with lower interest rate on their debt. This is
in opposition to project finance, which requires a higher interest rate as well as an internal rate
of return on equity. lviii
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Analysis Part One: Statistical Analysis of State Policies
Introduction
Strong supporters of CHP growth exist across the nation in all levels of government, private
sector and non‐profit groups. In the 1990s the U.S. EPA and DOE took on the growth of the CHP
sector as a goal at both agencies, which resulted in the creation of the EPA CHP Partnership,
eight Regional CHP Application Centers, the DOE CHP Applications Program and increased
research at DOE National Laboratories. Trade organizations in the private sector like the United
States Clean Heat and Power Association, interest groups like the Northeast Combined Heat and
Power Initiative, and advocacy organizations like the American Council for an Energy Efficient
Economy and the Regulatory Assistance Project all vary in their approaches to advocating for
CHP adoption, but they all share the goal of removing barriers to CHP development.
Across the spectrum of these groups and the associated literature is the assertion that
unfavorable regulations at the state level are the most numerous and influential barriers facing
the advancement of CHP systems. Despite the breadth of material regarding the removal of
inconsistencies in standards, fees, permitting procedures and other state regulations detailed
above, there is a lack of statistical analysis of the direct effect of policies on the growth of the
CHP industry. Here, we attempt to add to the current knowledge of the most important
challenges facing the Combined Heat and Power Industry. Can increases and decreases in the
amount of electricity generated from CHP systems on a state‐by‐state basis from 1997 to 2007
be explained by the introduction or elimination of favorable policies within that time period?

Methodology
We performed a logistic regression to assess the significance of seven categorical variables and
one continuous variable against the dependent variable of the change in the share of CHP
generating capacity. Results were evaluated with T‐tests, using P‐Values and Adjusted R‐Squared
statistics.
The sources for the dataset include the DOE’s Energy Information Administration (EIA), EPA, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and the Database of State Incentives for Renewables &
Efficiency (DSIRE), which is funded by the DOE’s Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Energy (EERE) and operated by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL).

Dependent Variable
The Dependent Variable was created with statistics from the Energy Information
Administration’s report, Electric Power Annual 2007 – State Data Tables.lix The statistic showing
the Nameplate Capacity of all sectors of electricity producers was compared to the Nameplate
Capacity from only the CHP sector. We normalized the CHP capacity in MW by the total capacity
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in order to show the variable as a change in percentage of total state electricity production. We
performed the same steps for the data from 1997 and measured the change in the percentage
of total state capacity contributed by CHP systems over the ten‐year period of the study.
Independent Variables
Interconnection Standards (ICS)
In 2008, the EPA evaluated interconnection standards to determine which states had
interconnection standards, and specifically, whether or not those standards favored distributed
generation. Their assessment was based on the following criteria: standard interconnection
forms, simplified procedure for smaller systems (>10 kW), timeline for application approval,
system size limits, insurance requirements, and technical requirements. The categories used in
the analysis for this paper are taken directly from the EPA’s assessment. The values attached
with each category and their meanings include:
0. Unfavorable: Policy in place, but has unfavorable attributes such as high fees and
insurance requirements, or may only allow small systems to interconnect.
1. NoICS: No policy in place.
2. Neutral: Policy in place, but it doesn’t favor DG specifically.
3. Favorable: Well defined policy with at least one beneficial attribute
Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS)
Data came from the EPA, who has listed the states that have renewable portfolio standards and
place, and specifically, which states include CHP or waste heat recovery systems as eligible
technologies.lx For the purposes of this paper, states were identified as either having an RPS
that includes CHP or not:
0. No
1. Yes
Output Based Regulations (OBR)
Data came from the EPA, who lists the states that currently have output regulations.lxi For this
paper’s analysis, the variable identifies whether or not a state has adopted regulations:
0. No
1. Yes
Electricity Restructuring (Restructure)
Data came from the EIA, who has identified which states have undergone electricity
restructuring and has included a list of each state’s process, outlining the progress states have
made to date. The categories used in the analysis for this paper are taken directly from the EIA’s
listings.lxii The category and values attached with each include:
0. No
1. Suspended
2. Yes
Net Metering (NetMet)
Data came from DSIRE and lists the states that include CHP as an eligible technology for net
metering:lxiii
0. No
1. Yes
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Utility Standby Rates (Standby)
In 2008, the EPA assessed utility standby rates to identify which states have rates that value the
costs and benefits of distributed generation. To measure this, the EPA reviewed the standby
rates listed in utilities' rate schedules, called and questioned utilities with no standby rate listed
in their rate schedule as to how they charge customers with on‐site generation, and calculated
hypothetical electric bills across each utility.lxiv The EPA evaluated 91 utilities, the top two in
each state. The categories used in the analysis for this paper are taken directly from the EPA’s
assessment. The values attached with each category and their meanings include:
0. No: Two utilities that only have conflicting rates or negative rates
1. Pending: States are considering effective policies
2. One: Effective policy for only one utility
3. Yes: Effective policy in place for top two utilities
Potential
ORNL has developed a list of states with the greatest technical potential for CHP adoption. The
categories used in the analysis for this paper are taken directly from ORNL’s assessment. The
values attached with each category and their meanings include:
0. Potential is less than 1,000 MW
1. Potential between 1,000 ‐ 3,000 MW
2.Potential between 3,000 ‐ 8,000 MW
3. Potential is greater than 8,000 MW
Retail Price of Electricity (Price)
We created the continuous variable of the change in the retail price of electricity over the time
horizon of the study from the Energy Information Administration’s report, Electric Power
Monthly‐2009. The data is presented as the change in the average retail price, in cents per kWh,
of electricity to ultimate customers of all end‐use sectors from 1997 to 2007.
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Results
The analysis indicates that at a 90% confidence interval, changes in the market share of CHP
systems cannot be fully explained by state policy conditions facing the industry. Of the five
states that have seen the most growth in CHP capacity, only Delaware has more than one
favorable CHP regulation in place.
Table. Regression Results
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Implications
The results imply that there are other, possibly more significant factors that explain the share of
electricity generation from CHP systems and the share of electricity producers over the past ten
years. The analysis does not quantify financial incentives, and they may play a more significant
role than policies. As the Cost‐Benefit Analysis (Analysis 2) shows, CHP is already competitive in
large‐scale systems, meaning that the growth would not be due to favorable policies, but rather
the cost‐effectiveness of CHP systems. This argument is strengthened by the fact that during
the years covered in this analysis, much of the growth was concentrated in large‐scale facilities.
Although the results indicate that state regulatory and institutional policies do not affect CHP
capacity growth, it does not necessarily suggest that the policies are completely ineffective. The
analysis covered CHP growth during the years 1997‐2007, which were probably a result of
PURPA and much of the growth occurred in large‐scale facilities. The trend in CHP and
electricity generation in general is moving towards distributed generation, as opposed to the
traditional baseload power configuration that exists today. State regulations that favor CHP
would make smaller installations more cost effective, and may have a more significant effect on
CHP growth in the future.
Opportunities For Further Analysis
A statistical analysis of the relationships between favorable CHP policies and growth rates of the
sector could be improved and expanded by creating a larger database of policies that could
show dynamic policy variables. For the purposes of our study, these variables are static
indicators that occurred during the time period of the study. If changes in policy were included
from before the time horizon, or were examined on a yearly basis, we might see more nuanced
results. Another opportunity for further analysis is to examine the potential time lag between
CHP‐related policy implementation and CHP nameplate capacity changes. The scope of this
study did not include financial incentives offered by states; a more sophisticated model that
included these indicators could shed further light on the relationships in question.
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Analysis Part Two: Cost‐Benefit Analysis
Introduction
In this analysis we continue to try and identify, through a cost benefit analysis, the funding
opportunities with highest potential to increase optimal adoption of CHP technologies. As we
have already indicated, there is a range of federal and state incentives aimed, through various
measures, at encouraging the adoption of CHP technology.
In order to determine the effectiveness of some of these incentives, our previous analysis
focused on determining the impact of non‐funding related state incentives on increases in CHP
applications Nevertheless, as the previous analysis has shown, regulatory incentives have not
increased the adoption of CHP technologies in applications throughout the United States.
Given that previous analysis to determine whether there is a significant effect of incentives on
increasing CHP adoption, this analysis attempts to determine whether there is a significant need
for incentives in order to allow CHP technologies to be adopted in a competitive market. In
other words, this study attempts to discover whether CHP technologies can be cost‐competitive
without funding incentives.

Analysis
The purpose of this analysis is to determine whether CHP technology needs funding incentives
in order to be cost competitive.
In order to conduct this analysis, we will compare the cost of installing and using CHP
technology without any funding incentives or offset capital costs and then determine if this cost
is lower than the cost to simply purchase the electricity from the grid.
Domain
The domain of our analysis will be U.S. natural gas fired electric power plants that adopt
combined cycle gas turbine CHP technology.
The Department of Energy estimates that 900 out of the next 1000 U.S. power plants will use
natural gas. Furthermore, since a significant portion of CHP technologies are implemented in
natural gas power plants, it is meaningful to conduct an analysis focused on CHP technologies in
natural gas powered systemslxv.
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Using Levelized Costs
Since one of the major costs is an up‐front fixed capital cost (this includes installation costs), the
initial cost to CHP users in the first year would be disproportionally larger than in any of the
ensuing years so it would not be meaningful to compare the costs to the users of CHP
technology each year with electricity prices in each year. For a more meaningful analysis, we
calculate the levelized costs of generating electricity when using CHP technology. Levelized costs
indicate the present value of the total cost of constructing and operating CHP technology in a
natural gas plant over the technology’s economic life, when converted to average annual
paymentslxvi.
In other words, it takes the main fixed costs (the initial capital costs, operations and
maintenance and fuel costs) and assumes that the lump‐sum costs can be spread out over time
and shows what the equivalent yearly payment for the cost of installing a CHP plant would be.
Although CHP systems produce a combination of heat and electricity, in this analysis we will
assume that energy is converted to electricity. Therefore we are assuming that if the user did
not use CHP to produce the heat and electricity they would have to purchase the equivalent
amount of electricity from the grid.

The Calculation
Average lifetime levelized electricity generation cost (EGC)lxvii=
Σ[(Ct+ O&Mt+ Ft‐It)(1+r)^‐t]/ Σ[Et(1+r)^‐t]
Where the variables relevant to calculating the average levelized cost of CHP are:
Ct = Capital expenditures in the year t
O&Mt = Operations and maintenance expenditures in the year t
Ft= Fuel Expenditure in the year t
It= Funding Incentives in the year t
Et = Electricity generation in the year t
r=Discount rate
t= year

The resulting analysis will take two main steps:
1) First we will calculate the levelized costs to generate electricity when using CHP technology
without any funding incentives or offset capital costs
2) Then the levelized cost can be compared to the cost of electricity if purchased directly from
the grid each year.
If this cost is lower than the price of purchasing electricity directly from the grid, then we can
assume that CHP technology is cost‐competitive in combined cycle steam turbine applications in
U.S. natural gas plants.
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Basic Assumptions
No offset capital costs, no avoided heat production costs.

Calculation Assumptions
Discount Rate
To determine the discount rate, we used a methodology based on rate of return to private
investment. The Office of Management and Budget, a U.S. Government agency, states,
"Base‐Case Analysis. Constant‐dollar benefit‐cost analyses of proposed investments and
regulations should report net present value and other outcomes determined using a real
discount rate of 7 percent. This rate approximates the marginal pretax rate of return on
an average investment in the private sector in recent years. Significant changes in this
rate will be reflected in future updates of this Circular." lxviii
Furthermore, the EPA cites project finance discount rates for various plants with a median value
of 6.74%lxix. However, the current economic climate and the lack of availability of financing for
capital‐intensive projects make the base case somewhat unrealistic. For that reason, a minor
adjustment is required to downsize the analysis, resulting in a reasonable increase of 1% to the
discount rate, yield a final rate of 8%.

Electricity Prices
2009 end‐use price of electricity as sold to the Industrial sector in (2007 $ per kWh)
Electricity Price ($/kWh) (2009 price, 2007 $)
Electricity Price Inflation Rate (%)

lxx

$0.07
0.6%

Over the timeframe of our analysis (3‐6 years, as described below) the electricity price is
projected to increase at an inflation rate of .6%, increasing the price annually as follows:
Year

Electricity Price ($/kWh) (2009 price, 2007 $) $)

2007

$0.0709

2008

$0.0713

2009

$0.0718

2010

$0.0723

2011

$0.0727

2012

$0.0732
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Timeframe: Three to Six Years
The timeframe for the analysis is based on the lifetime of the combined cycle gas turbine used in
our examined CHP system. We want to determine the costs of purchasing, installing, and using
CHP technology over the lifetime of the turbine assuming a one‐time sunk cost for initial
installation and capital costs In this analysis we assume that CHP plants run for every hour of the
year, in reality they may run closer to 8,000 hours a year, but in order to determine the
maximum potential of the turbine it is useful to consider the potential of continuous operation.
Most combined cycle gas turbines reliably last from 25,000 to 50,000 hours before requiring
overhaul.lxxi For rigor in our analysis, we examine the costs associated with both ends of this
range. A 25,000‐hour lifecycle is equivalent to approximately three years of continuous
operation (8,760 hours) and a 50,000‐hour lifecycle is equivalent to approximately 6 years of
continuous operation.
We calculated levelized costs in two timeframes, three years and six years, and assumed that
the levelized cost would range between the two values depending on the lifecycle of the
technology.
Operating Assumptions
Overview:
Plant Capacity kW

5000

49000

83000

70%

73%

78%

105552099

810577429

1562101070

8760

8760

8760

Fuel Input (MMBtu/hr)

56.315

451

780

Total Fuel Input (MMBtu)

493319

3950760

6832800

144591916

1157967756

2002693680

Efficiency
Electrical Output (kWh)
Operating Hours (per year)

Fuel Input kWh

Nameplate Capacity:
A scale comparison of 3 sizes, 5,000 kW, 49 MW, and 83 MW
In order to do a scale comparison of CHP plant costs, we calculated costs for CHP installations in
average, median, and small sized natural gas plants. We used nameplate capacity as the
determinant of the size of the plant and based our other operating assumptions (fuel input,
efficiency) on this capacity. (For full EPA data on operating assumptions refer to Appendix 1.1)
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Nameplate capacity refers to amount in kW that a power plant can produce. Gas turbines can
operate in plant sizes ranging from 500 kW to 250 MW. According to EIA data, the total
nameplate capacity of the 5,494 natural gas plants in the United States is about 456,412 MW
and the average capacity is 83 MW. The median capacity is 49 MW. In our analysis we will
differentiate between funding for small and large scale CHP projects, classifying plants with
nameplate capacities under the average capacity of 83 MW as small‐scale installations and
those with nameplate capacities above 83 MW as large‐scale applications.
We used the above data on operating assumptions based on nameplate capacity to estimate
fuel input and efficiency for our chosen studies.
Fuel Input
Identifying annual fuel input for each CHP application is necessary in order to determine fuel
expenditures.
From the data in the above table, we know that the typical fuel input for a combined cycle gas
turbine in a 5,000kW plant is about 56.3 MMBtu/hr and by plotting the other fuel input data for
typical capacities of 1,000kW, 2,500kW, 5,000kW, 10,000kW, and 40,000kW and finding a line of
best‐fit we were able to estimate that typical fuel input for plant sizes of 49,000kW and
83,000kW were 451 MMBtu/hr and 780 MMBtu/hr respectively.
Typically, fuel input is measured in MMBtu/hr. To determine fuel in put in kW we used our
estimate of operating hours to convert to MMBtu and the conversion 1 MMBtu= 293.1 kWh to
convert to kWh.

Efficiency
Derived Technical Characteristicslxxii
Electrical Capacity (kW)
Fuel Input (MMBtu/hr)

1,000
14.217

2,500
32.83

5,000
56.315

10,000
105.15

40,000
389.943

6.54

14.451

22.361

44.743

175.474

Steam Output/Fuel Input

46.0%

44.0%

39.7%

42.6%

45.0%

Power Steam Ratio

0.522

0.59

0.763

0.763

0.778

Net Heat Rate

6042

5907

5673

4922

4265

Thermal Output as Fraction of Fuel Input

0.46

0.44

0.40

0.43

0.45

Electric Output as Fraction of Fuel Input

0.24

0.26

0.3

0.32

0.35

70.0%

70.0%

70.0%

75.0%

80.0%

Steam Output

Overall Efficiency (%)
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CHP plant efficiency is determined as the combine thermal and electric output as a fraction of
fuel input. Thermal output is determined by the steam output over fuel input and electric
output is determine by using the power to steam ratio and the steam output over fuel input to
calculate electric output as a fraction of fuel cost.
Given these calculations and the data available for typical plant sizes (refer to above table) we
used the same method as when we estimated fuel input for larger plant sizes to estimate a 73%
and 78% efficiency for plant capacities of 49MW and 83MW respectively.
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Costs1
Plant Capital Costs
Plant Capacity kW

5000

49000

83000

73%

70%

78%

105552098.8

810577429.2

1562101070

8760

8760

8760

$1,419.18

$1,054.44

909.4529527

$0.1620

$0.1204

$0.1038

$17,100,200.4663

$97,568,928.1208

$162,175,505.8181

Efficiency
Electrical Output (kWh)
Operating Hours per year
Capital Cost $/kW
Capital Cost ($/kWh)
Capital Expenditures ($)
O&M Costs
Plant Capacity kW

5000

49000

83000

73%

70%

78%

105552098.8

810577429.2

1562101070

$0.2211

$0.0050

$0.0050

$23,337,661.21

$4,059,843.10

$7,823,910.49

Efficiency
Electrical Output (kWh)
Incremental O&M Costs in $/kWh
O&M Expenditures ($)

To determine plant capital and operations and maintenance costs for our test sizes we used
data2 for gas turbine capacities of 1MW, 5MW, 10MW, 20MW, and 40MW and applied the same
method as used for estimating efficiency and fuel input in larger plant sizes.

1

Conversions and related calculations:
1 cubic foot= 1080‐1034 Btu
1000 cubic feet=1057000 Btu
1 kWh=3413 Btu
1 MMBtu= 293.1 kWh
1000 cubic feet=309.7 kWh
Electrical Output= % efficiency * Btu/hr input
2
As shown in detail in Appendix 1.2 and 1.3
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Fuel Costs
Fuel Price (2007 $ per thousand cubic ft)

$6.81

Fuel Price ($/kWh)lxxiii

$0.02

lxxiv

Plant Capacity kW
Efficiency
Electrical Output (kWh)
Operating Hours per year
Fuel Input (MMBtu/hr)
Total Fuel Input (MMBtu)
Fuel Input kWh
Fuel Costs ($/kWh)
Fuel Expenditures ($)

5000

49000

83000

73%

70%

78%

105552098.8

810577429.2

1562101070

8760

8760

8760

56.315

451

780

493319.4

3950760

6832800

144591916.1

1157967756

2002693680

$0.0220

$0.0220

$0.0220

$3,178,062.80

$25,451,590.54

$44,018,271.88

To determine expenditures we multiplied electrical output3 (measured in kWh) by incremental
costs (in $/kWh) to get expenditures.

3

Electrical Output = % efficiency * Btu/hr Input (UWSP website)
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Results of Current Cost Evaluations
Basic Cost of CHP plant
Plant Capacity kW
Efficiency
Electrical Output (kWh)
Operating Hours per year
Capital Cost $/kW
Capital Cost ($/kWh)
Capital Expenditures ($)
Fuel Input (MMBtu/hr)
Total Fuel Input (MMBtu)
Fuel Input kWh
Fuel Costs ($/kWh)
Fuel Expenditures ($)
Incremental O&M Costs in
$/kWh
O&M Expenditures ($)
Total CHP plant Costs ($/kWh)
Total CHP plant expenditures

5000
70%
105552098.8
8760
$1,419.18
$0.1620
$17,100,200.4663
56.315
493319.4
144591916.1
$0.0220
$3,178,062.80

49000
73%
810577429.2
8760
$1,054.44
$0.1204
$97,568,928.1208
451
3950760
1157967756
$0.0220
$25,451,590.54

83000
78%
1562101070
8760
909.4529527
$0.1038
$162,175,505.8181
780
6832800
2002693680
$0.0220
$44,018,271.88

$0.2211
$23,337,661.21
$0.4051
$43,615,924.4701

$0.0050
$4,059,843.10
$0.1474
$127,080,361.7569

$0.0050
$7,823,910.49
$0.1308
$214,017,688.1895

Average Lifetime levelized electricity generation costs (EGC)4
Σ CHP Plant Costs over lifetime
(3 years)
$205,134,981.64 $162,903,066.40

$799,344,232.51

Σ CHP Plant Costs over lifetime
(6 years)

$326,848,732.55 $273,799,617.35

$1,343,499,234.37

Σ kW Electricity Generated over
lifetime (3 years)

$3,475,715,791.23 $452,602,161.52

$6,698,211,870.07

Σ kW Electricity Generated over
lifetime (6 years)

$6,346,396,160.46 $826,417,576.30

$12,230,432,131.85

EGC over lifetime (3 years)

$0.1193

$0.3599

$0.0590

EGC over lifetime (6 years)

$0.1098

$0.3313

$0.0515

(For full results, refer to appendix 1.4)

The results of our analysis showed that the levelized costs for generating electricity with gas
turbine powered CHP systems were between $0.05 and $0.06 (over the range of expected
lifetimes) for generating electricity in our largest (83MW) case, which remains lower than the
projected yearly market price of electricity. In our smaller cases, however, the price to generate
electricity using CHP systems remained higher than the annual market price of electricity:
between $0.10 and $0.11 for our 5MW case and between $0.33 and $0.36 in our 49MW case.
4

EGC= Σ[(Ct+ O&Mt+ Ft‐It)(1+r)^‐t]/ Σ[Et(1+r)^‐t]
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Implications
We can therefore conclude that in gas turbine applications CHP technology is cost‐competitive
without funding incentives in applications where generation capacity if average or higher than
average (>83MW). In applications where generating capacity is below average, CHP technology
would need funding incentives to be cost effective.
Therefore, in cases of average or larger case applications of gas turbine CHP technology, the
technology and market have progressed to which there is no longer a need for funding
incentives. This may help to explain our pervious findings (in our policy analysis) that regulatory
improvements do not explain the growth in adoption of CHP technologies because current
regulations are focused primarily on large scale applications where there is no longer need for
funding in order to make using CHP cost‐competitive.
Large‐scale applications are cost‐competitive on their own, so funding incentives
disproportionately skew the market towards large‐scale applications, while small scale CHP
applications show great potential for growth (as shown in Analysis One) but require funding to
be cost‐competitive. Furthermore, unnecessary funding may reduce the incentive to further
develop efficiency of large‐scale applications.
Opportunities for Further Analysis
The higher levelized cost for the smaller applications is most likely due to two main factors: 1)
the higher incremental cost (S/kWh) of capital and installation for smaller cases and 2) the
relatively fast overhaul of gas turbines.
Our results indicate a space for promising results in CHP applications with lower capital costs
and turbines with longer life cycle.
A long life cycle allows costs to be levelized over a much longer time period because the capital
costs only have to be incurred once per lifetime. A quick extension of the iterations used to
calculate our levelized costs in the cast of gas turbines shows that an increase in life cycle lowers
the cost of generating electricity below the market price of electricity. Lengthening the life cycle
of gas turbines therefore holds the potential to dramatically reduce the cost to generate
electricity and make CHP cost competitive even in smaller applications.
Research and development holds the primary potential to provide opportunities to lengthen gas
turbine life cycles and reduce the incremental capital costs. In accomplishing these goals this will
allow the technology and market to merge and increase the range of potential CHP applications
in both large and small‐scale sites.
Finally, though outside the scope of our analysis, steam turbines offer the benefits of a much‐
increased life cycle of up to 50 years with similar capital, fuel and O&M costs to those of gas
turbines. In this way steam turbines already hold the potential for cost‐competitiveness,
especially in small‐scale applications.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
Conclusions
Our cost‐benefit analysis shows that large‐scale natural gas turbine CHP systems are cost‐
competitive without financial incentives. This result is consistent with our policy analysis that
suggests factor(s) other than state regulations explain the growth in CHP capacity. Because CHP
growth during the ten year study period was concentrated in large‐scale industrial facilities, the
increase in capacity was likely due to the cost effectiveness of installing CHP systems, rather
than the adoption of policies that favor CHP.
The analysis indicates that small‐scale natural gas turbine CHP systems are not cost effective
without financial incentives. Adopting the regulations examined in this paper would decrease
the cost of CHP systems by removing barriers that are too costly for small‐scale systems,
suggesting that state policies may play a more important role in the future as the CHP industry
trends towards smaller installations.
Recommendations
The object of future efforts of state policy‐makers to encourage the growth of Natural Gas
powered CHP systems should be small‐scale sites that are typically distributed generation
facilities. Our cost‐benefit analysis demonstrates that large‐scale applications of natural gas
turbines are cost‐competitive without federal or state financial incentives. Our statistical
analysis of state policies concludes that policy initiatives aimed at the general CHP marketplace
are not effective at fostering growth of small‐scale natural gas systems that are still facing cost
and regulatory disadvantages.
Going forward, the majority of growth in the market share of CHP‐generated electricity will
come from distributed generation facilities producing less than 5MW. The most effective
approach for growing this sector is for policy‐makers and private‐sector players to focus on
removing the barriers uniquely facing small systems. We recommend four approaches that
include: redirecting state and federal incentives, investing in research and development,
directing regulations and policies that will quicken the adoption of Smart Grid technology, and
focusing on outreach and education.
Direction of State and Federal Incentives
As shown in the synthesis of our analyses, we know that because large‐scale applications of
natural gas turbines are already cost‐competitive, policy initiatives aimed at a CHP market
dominated primarily by large‐scale (and thus already cost‐competitive) systems have not been
effectively directed. Therefore, federal and state incentives should be directed towards ensuring
that small‐scale CHP applications are cost competitive.
In this re‐direction, uniformity of policies is important; interstate coordination and cooperation
to develop uniform policies could be important for further growth and will make it easier for
firms to project future costs and benefits.
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Research and Development
Technology improvements are the most important driver for increasing small scale CHP growth.
As shown in our Cost Benefit Analysis, increasing the life cycle of turbines and decreasing the
incremental capital costs will decrease the levelized costs to generate electricity using CHP.
Therefore research and development of CHP technology holds the potential to make CHP
technology cost‐competitive in all size applications. Such developments would allow
convergence of technology and the market and make funding incentives unnecessary.
Furthermore, in a competitive market there will be more of an incentive to increase efficiency
and further improve the effectiveness of CHP technology.
Smart Grid
Improvements in U.S. electricity infrastructure are crucial to significantly improving the
efficiency of the market. Currently regulating the energy grid presents a large set of unique
challenges in coordinating between customers, utilities, state governments, and FERC. A
common thread in these challenges is the lack of ability for all the essential players to
communicate about electricity supply, demand, and prices. State and federal level investment in
research, development and, most importantly, deployment of a Smart Grid would allow
customers access to real‐time pricing information of electricity. This would allow savings in
energy efficiency to be more easily priced through in the marketplace, since customers would
pay more for electricity that costs more to produce.
Small natural gas turbine CHP systems face challenges in connecting to the electricity grid
because of the onerous and inconsistent state regulations we have detailed in this paper. One
significant advantage to a smart grid is that grid operators are able to handle many more inputs
of electricity. This would significantly decrease the barriers that small distributed generation
facilities face by eliminating the built‐in natural monopoly that currently facilitates the
dominance of large centralized power plants.
Smart Grid technology will contribute to a vastly improved energy market. A market that values
efficiency, facilitates information sharing, and eliminates barriers to entry will place an
appropriate value on Combined Heat and Power systems.

Outreach and Education
Finally, one of the remaining barriers to adoption of small‐scale CHP use is that many users in
the small‐scale space (hospitals, schools, etc.) are unaware of the potential benefits of using
CHP technologies in their facilities. Therefore education and outreach, by increasing awareness
of the potential of CHP, would go great lengths to ensuring that viable CHP applications are not
overlooked.
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Appendix A – Regression Data

Appendix B – STATA Regression Results
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Appendix C‐ Cost and Performance Assumptions
CHP Cost & Performance Assumptions

1

2

3

4

5

1000

2500

5000

10000

40000

$1,600.00

$1,400.00

$1,200.00

$1,000.00

$950.00

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

Electric Heat Rate (Btu/kWh)

14217

13132

11263

10515

9749

Overall Efficiency (%)

70.0%

70.0%

70.0%

75.0%

80.0%

14.217

32.83

56.315

105.15

389.943

6.54

14.451

22.361

44.743

175.474

Steam Output/Fuel Input

46.0%

44.0%

39.7%

42.6%

45.0%

Power Steam Ratio

0.522

0.59

0.763

0.763

0.778

Net Heat Rate

6042

5907

5673

4922

4265

Thermal Output as Fraction of Fuel Input

0.46

0.44

0.40

0.43

0.45

Electric Output as Fraction of Fuel Input

0.24

0.26

0.3

0.32

0.35

Electrical Capacity (kW)
Total installed Cost ($/kW)
Capacity Factor

Derived Technical Characteristics
Fuel Input (MMBtu/hr)
Steam Output

Appendix D‐ Capital Costs
Capital Costs (1997 dollars)5
Nominal
Turbine
Capacity
Combustion
Turbines

1MW

5MW

10MW

25MW

40MW

100MW

$550,000

$2,102,940

$4,319,200

$4,319,200

$14,897,920

$24,000,000

Steam Turbine Generators

4,000,000

Heat
Recovery
Steam
Generators

$250,000

$350,000

$590,000

$1,020,000

$2,040,000

$7,000,000

Water
Treatment
Systems

$30,000

$100,000

$150,000

$200,000

$225,000

$750,000

Electrical
Equipment

$150,000

$375,000

$625,000

$990,000

$1,500,000

$5,600,000

Other
Equipment

$145,000

$315,000

$575,000

$1,150,000

$1,875,000

$7,000,000

Total
Equipment

$1,125,000

$3,242,940

$6,259,200

$10,824,960

$20,537,920

$48,350,000

Materials

$143,952

$356,723

$688,512

$1,190,746

$2,053,792

$3,626,250

Labor

$347,509

$908,023

$1,752,576

$3,030,989

$4,723,722

$9,670,000

Total
Process
Capital

$1,616,461

$4,507,686

$8,700,288

$15,046,694

$27,315,434

$61,646,250

General
Facilities
Capital

$48,483

$135,231

$261,009

$451,401

$819,463

$1,849,388

Engineering
and Fees

$48,483

$135,231

$261,009

$451,401

$819,463

$1,849,388

5

EPA industrial market potential
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Process
Contingency

$48,483

$135,231

$261,009

$451,401

$819,463

$1,849,388

Project
Contingency

$171,305

$477,815

$922,231

$1,594,436

$2,895,436

$6,534,503

$5,391,193 $10,405,544

$17,995,847

$32,669,259

$73,728,915

Total Plant
Cost
Capacity
(kW)
Total Plant
Capital
Costs per
net kW
($/kW)

$1,933,215
1205

5007

10,708

23328

46556

107000

$1,604

$1,077

$972

$771

$702

$689
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Appendix E‐ O&M Costs
O&M Costs ($/kWh)
Capacity (MW)

1

5

10

25

40

100

Variable (service
contract)

$0.0045

$0.0045

$0.0045

$0.0040

$0.0035

$0.0030

Variable
(consumables)

$0.0001

$0.0001

$0.0001

$0.0001

$0.0001

$0.0003

Fixed ($/kW‐yr)

$40.0000

$10.0000

$7.5000

$6.0000

$5.0000

$3.0000

Fixed ($/kWh)

$0.0046

$0.0011

$0.0009

$0.0007

$0.0006

$0.0003

Total O&M Costs

$0.0092

$0.0057

$0.0055

$0.0048

$0.0042

$0.0036

Appendix F ‐ Basic Cost Analysis
Plant Capacity kW
Efficiency
Electrical Output (kWh)
Operating Hours per year
Capital Cost $/kW
Capital Cost ($/kWh)
Capital Expenditures ($)
Fuel Input (MMBtu/hr)
Total Fuel Input (MMBtu)
Fuel Input kWh
Fuel Costs ($/kWh)
Fuel Expenditures ($)
Incremental O&M Costs in
$/kWh
O&M Expenditures ($)
Total CHP plant Costs
($/kWh)
Total CHP plant expenditures

49000
73%
810577429.2
8760
$1,054.44
$0.1204
$97,568,928.1208
451
3950760
1157967756
$0.0220
$25,451,590.54
$0.0050
$4,059,843.10
$0.1474
$127,080,361.7569

5000
83000
70%
78%
105552098.8
1562101070
8760
8760
$1,419.18
909.4529527
$0.1620
$0.1038
$17,100,200.4663 $162,175,505.8181
56.315
780
493319.4
6832800
144591916.1
2002693680
$0.0220
$0.0220
$3,178,062.80
$44,018,271.88
$0.2211
$23,337,661.21

$0.0050
$7,823,910.49

$0.4051
$0.1308
$43,615,924.4701 $214,017,688.1895
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Appendix G‐ Levelized Cost Results

Plant Cost by Year

5MW Capacity

49MW Capacity

83MW Capacity

2007

208188412.64

42427942.09

123619028.95

2008

202517911.12

41272317.21

27925700.65

2009

197001859.07

40148168.49

27165078.45

2010

191636049.68

39054638.61

26425173.59

2011

186416390.74

37990893.59

25705421.78

2012

181338901.50

36956122.17

25005274.11

2013

176399709.63

35949535.18

24324196.60

2014

171595048.28

34970364.97

23661669.85

2015

166921253.19

34017864.75

23017188.57

Sum of CHP Plant
Costs over lifetime (3
years)

799344232.51

162903066.40

205134981.64

Sum of CHP Plant
Costs over lifetime (6
years)

1343499234.37

273799617.35

326848732.55
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Electricity
Generation by Year

5MW Capacity

49MW Capacity

83MW Capacity

2007

1605839900.37

108507557.55

833273597.22

2008

1650803417.58

111545769.16

856605257.94

2009

1697025913.27

114669050.70

880590205.16

2010

1744542638.85

117879784.12

905246730.91

2011

1793389832.73

121180418.07

930593639.37

2012

1843604748.05

124573469.78

956650261.27

2013

1895225681.00

128061526.93

983436468.59

2014

1948292000.06

131647249.68

1010972689.71

2015

2002844176.06

135333372.68

1039279925.02

Sum kW Electricity
Generated over
lifetime (3 years)

6698211870.07

452602161.52

3475715791.23

Sum kW Electricity
Generated over
lifetime (6 years)

12230432131.85

826417576.30

6346396160.46

Sum CHP plant costs/Sum kW
electricity generated (3 years)

$0.119336959

$0.359925516

$0.059019492

Sum CHP plant costs/Sum kW
electricity generated (6 years)

$0.109848877

$0.331309044

$0.05150147
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